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Sound, sound aloud / The welcome of the orient flood / Into the west/ 
With all his beauteous race,  /. . . Who . . .  are bright, / And full of life 
and light. . . .  

  Ben Jonson, The Masque of Blackness (1605) 

The populous East, luxuriant, abounds with glittering gems, bright 
pearls, aromatic spices, and health-restoring drugs. The late-found 
western world glows with unnumbered veins of gold and silver ore. . . . It 
is the industrious merchant's business to collect the various blessings of 
each soil and climate and, with the products of the whole, to enrich his 
native country. 

  George Lillo, The London Merchant (1731) 

 

1. Syntactic Considerations 

1.0. Who is speaking to whom here, in my whilom student university of Bristol where 40 years ago, on 28 
pounds 10 shillings a month, I listened not only to L.C. Knights on Shakespeare, Hopkins, and Owen  or to 
my tutor Bertram Joseph, but also to professors such as Kitto, Beare, and last not least Glynne Wickham as 
well as to Young Turks such as George Brandt? Can I take it as evident that our determining pragmatic 
situation, the narrative spacetime and agents through which we here happen, is one of a relatively small 
enclave, increasingly threatened in the class war from above by Post-Fordist corporate capitalists against  the 
Keynesian response to Leninism that had allowed "humanist" or geisteswissenschaftliche teachers entry into 
middle-class and sometimes indeed upper-middle-class affluence and therefore prestige, though never entry 
into real power? Since I don't have space to talk about this, can I make sense by focussing, as pars pro toto, 
on how does one speak, in what terms? Being also a poet, could I do this all by foregrounding trope and 
topology, in better touch with our collectively distributive material constrictions, rather than by 
foregrounding linked concepts? Perhaps, but I don't have time to write you an epic. So: if I stand here as an 
aging male White dissenting intellectual from a marginal "Third-World" country in South Central Europe, 
transplanted 30 years ago to the semi-periphery of the now fading US empire and having participated in the 
financial privileges of an epistemic period undergirded by some modest but still important redistribution of 
the GNP to the underprivileged rather than (as today) to the millionaires  --  how do I speak about anything 
here-and-now, and in particular about the topic my title aims at?   



 

1.1. Well, in good rhetorics, by limning my terms. Denegations first: I shall not discuss here our framework, 
the pertinent categories which in the first place constitute our cognizable domain and the possible ways of 
envisaging it, though the temptation is great in Richard Schechner's presence. I shall be speaking about 
theatre studies and not rituals, games, and other cognate activities, whatever limit(ation)s this may entail for 
my task at hand. I shall be denied the pleasure of talking about the indispensable playful and self-referential 
aspect of our object of investigation or discipline, in order to focus on its meaning-bestowing or cognitive 
aspect. I shall not be able to give you anything like a methodology of intercultural theatre studies, or even a 
rough survey of problem areas for  a "Western" theatre scholar analysing theatre of other cultures, but only 
one pair of inductive-deductive polarities for its bon et mauvais usage. I shall take it  that, instead of 
approaching a stable ontology, we are dealing with competing stances towards, and indeed competing 
definitions of, an entry in the imaginary cultural encyclopedia of a given social hegemony (Eco, 
"Dizionario"): our verbal mode is a hypothetical imperative. As Jameson concluded: meaning is a given 
text's "'historically operative' significance or function" (Ideologies 145). Finally, I shall embrace the collapse 
of Objectivism by attempting feedbacks between performances and theories.  

 Specifications second: perhaps three key terms have to be sketched in as far as possible.  

 First, the Hobbean and Engelsian designation of "metaphysics," the mystificatory twin of cognitive 
dialectics. I think its use is appropriate in discourse about a subject that is always physically present, 
especially if physics includes the spectators' brains, la salle as well as la scène. And I know of no better term 
than precisely metaphysics for any absolute and unhistorical use of epistemology,  divorced from pragmatics. 
In Gramsci's words, metaphysics is thinking in frozen notions valid for all times and places and angling for a 
systematic philosophy divided from theories of history and of politics (1417 and 1426). This leads to a 
philosophically Idealist succession of monads appearing through divine intervention mediated by ideology 
and technocracy, e.g. PoMo "performance studies" replacing  Modernist theatre studies. True, the Positivist 
obverse is equally pernicious, when it means the good old Theaterwissenschaft of unequivocally 
reconstructing elite drama performances from fading playbills; but I have a sentimental attachment to oral, 
pictorial, and written forms of human memory, stemming from my belief that history is real if tricky: the 
Good Lord plays poker if not Russian roulette with us. Of course we should add many reservations about our 
necessarily finite and interest-bound understanding of both history and reality, but as to their regulative 
indispensability as master tropes of crucial collective experiences I have impenitently little doubt. Positivism, 
i.e. pragmatics without the epistemological doubt of W. James, Dewey or Marx, is interesting only insofar as 
it has to be dialectically sublated or cooked into our practices, while we at the same time resist getting it 
shoved down our throats raw by Bloomian legislatures or private funding agencies. 

 The second term I then should explain is "epistemology." I take a standard definition of it as the 
theory of cognition, hotly disputed between philosophy and psychology, dealing with the possibilities and 
limits of human knowledge, the analysis of conceptual and other cognitive systems, and in particular the 
critique of language and other sign-systems as concrete consciousness. I have already hinted that for our 
purposes topological cognition, e.g. a director sketching a movement for the actor or a dancer or singer 
rehearsing a loose approximation of positioning his voice or her action for better decision how to properly do 
it, is necessary in all art (as well as in life), and that I have written on it elsewhere. Also, that our conferences 
are as a rule not so structured that I could now sing, dance or gesturally rehearse my argument, nor am I 



trained to do so: the only meta-language I have here is natural language plus, at best, a few graphs or 
equations.  

 

1.2. The third term, possibly one I privilege, is "pragmatics," a discipline akin to but distinct from the 
homonymous "school" in philosophy, and whose horizon is integration of formalised linguistics or semiotics 
with investigation into socialised actions. It was defined already by Charles Morris as the domain of 
relationships between the signs and their interpreters, which clarifies the conditions under which something 
is taken as a sign (cf. also Levinson). It would seem that the pertinence of this to any performance, and 
especially to intercultural theatre studies, should be not only clear but also paramount. From Peirce, G.H. 
Mead, and Karl Bhler, through Bakhtin/Voloshinov, Morris, Carnap, and the Warsaw School to the present, 
pragmatics  has slowly been growing into an independent discipline on a par with syntactics (the domain of 
relationships between the signs and their formally possible combinations) and with semantics (in this sense, 
the domain of relations between the signs and the entities they designate). But what is more, there are strong 
arguments that it is a constitutive and indeed englobing complement of both semantics and syntactics. For, 
an object or event (word, text, shape, colour, etc.  --  in fact, any new perception) becomes a sign only in a 
signifying situation between people; it has no "natural" meaning outside of it. And a user can take something 
to be a sign only as it is spatio-temporally concrete and localised and as it relates to the user's disposition 
toward potential action; both the concrete localization and the user's disposition are always socio-historical.  

 Furthermore, signifying necessarily implies a Possible World, a reality organised not only around 
signs but also around relations among subjects, in the double sense of psychophysical personalities and of 
collectively representative subjects. The potentially acting subjects reintroduce acceptance and choice, 
temporal duration and mutation, and a possibility of dialectical negation: only such dynamics can make the  -
-  temporary  --  stability of any structure meaningful. In particular, the template for intercultural construction 
of spacetimes is taken from the author's project in her or his own spacetime. It is an activity co-determined 
by the imagination of and intention toward a future state of affairs involving the intending subject; present 
history and actions are determined by perspectives derived as much from a future as from a past (here 
somewhat adapted from Sartre 91-99). Both are imagined following the interests, necessities, and 
possibilities  of given human groups. We judge the present largely in the light of our future projects as well 
as of a supposed tendency-latency (Bloch) or potentiality carried on from the past into today. As is the case 
with the past, it is always a concrete system of relationships between people in the present that endows 
intercultural constructions "with significance and determines which events, relations, and personages will be 
central, peripheral and non-existent" (Schweickart 237). All semiotic signs, up to the macro-sign of, say, The 
East, have a pragmatic value based on an implicit classification stemming from the interest which they evoke 
in the addressee, the advantages or inconveniences, pleasures or sufferings, which they suggest in her present 
or expected spacetime (Bakhtin). 

 Thus, we need pragmatics in order to take into account the situation of a text's addressors and 
addressees and the whole spread of their relationships within given epistemic presuppositions, conventions, 
economic and institutional frames, etc. Only a pragmatic decision about pertinent presuppositions and levels 
of reading can make sense of an at all complex text, whose connotations would otherwise be practically 
infinite. Obversely, such pragmatic presuppositions about the signs' possible uses by their users necessarily 
inscribe collective reality, as understood by the users, between the lines of any "text." Realizing much of this, 
the early Lévi-Strauss (Structuralism with a somewhat uneasy conscience) claimed his method could exhaust 



all the pertinent presuppositions because his texts -- the myths -- came from a supposedly less complex, 
"cold" (tribal) society, in which the presuppositions were presumed to be frozen and finite.  

 

1.3. But what of our own pragmatic situation? The epistémé or Zeitgeist of the last 25 (or possibly 80?) years 
has bequeathed to our profession good news and bad news. The good news is that our understanding of 
reality has incurred salutary correctives. This means, among other things, for our signifying situations  

that race, class, and gender are formal principles of art, and therefore integral to textual analysis;  that 
political norms are inscribed in esthetic judgment and therefore inherent in the process of 
interpretation; that esthetic structures shape the way we understand history; that the task of [scholars, 
DS] is not just to show how art transcends culture, but also to identify and explore the ideological 
limits of their time (adapted from Bercovitch). 

Correlatively, it has grown obvious (as it always was in theatre) that even what is a text will be co-
determined  -- not exclusively determined  -- by what question we wish to put to it, by the "practical 
pertinence" (Prieto) or relevance of both our question and the text as relating to our question. As Barthes 
said, "[The] Text is a methodological field . . .experienced only in an activity of production" ("Work" 157). 
This production is not at all confined to The Author: polytheism has replaced monotheism, the metaphor of 
network (Lvi-Strauss) or rhizome (Deleuze and Guattari), a horizontal rootstock emitting new roots as it goes 
along, has largely replaced the metaphor of root or source. Each co-author has the right to produce her or his 
own Text, on condition that it set out clearly its purposes and premises so that those premises and purposes 
can be evaluated and reshaped into another text by the various addressees.  

 The bad news is in two parts. First, for the contemporary fashion of  universalizing theory, 
particular cultures, never mind particular types of audiences or audience horizons, are only case-studies that 
have limited prestige in the "hot" world of Western intellectual communities (Gerstle 150). This is a precise 
equivalent of the new world order of multinational corporations (or should I say intercultural capitalism?), 
based on computerise d information and arms sales on top of classical extraprofits from the extraction of raw 
materials and from labour-power not organise d in trade unions. The illusion that the financial transactions in 
cyberspace do not incide on what the inventor of this neologism has called the world of "meat" (Gibson) has 
the same deep structure as the "globally human"  or mythical interculturalism not only in theory but primarily 
in some performances (see Section 3 below).  

 Second bad news: the symmetrically obverse "identitarian culturalism" of interlocking resentments 
is a precise equivalent of ethnic cleansing. Its construction of monolithic subject-objects, of which persons 
are only subordinate cases (women or men, Serbs or Croats, Hindu or Moslem, etc. ad nauseam), also 
enforces the only proper or allowable  investigative framework in each case. Professionally, it would follow 
that each of us could finally speak only about her or himself, for what right has an elderly well-fed Croat to 
speak about the young ones or those who did not have dinner yesterday? Such mini-myths negotiate how to 
fit into the global myth and market much like Godzilla fights with King Kong, over the ruins of trampled 
cities  -- not so schlocky after Beirut or Sarajevo. Gayatri C. Spivak's remark that "a culturally relativist 
feminist universalism" makes the world safe for international Capital through "the constitution of 'woman' as 
object-beneficiary  and 'feminist' as subject-participant of investigation" (v) encapsulates such pernicious 
micropolitics.  



 I shall now proceed to some epistemic considerations derived from my intercultural probings of 
Japan, and then to testing them in intercultural theatre studies. 

 

 

2. Epistemic Considerations: Monadic Truth vs. Caressing  

2.1. My first thesis here calls up a crucial opposition I take from Barthes's book about Japan (which work I 
have otherwise doubted at some length  -- Suvin, Lessons 27-61), between the lovable and the fetishise d 
body.  I abduce (or maybe abduct) this from Barthes's cognitive mapping in his section on Bunraku. True, 
any binary dichotomization shares in certain cognitive limitations, but it may be a useful initial orientation, 
here summarise d as a Kantian table: 

 

         NOTIONS OF THE BODY IN THE EXEMPLUM OF THEATRE 

 

BOURGEOIS, FETISHISE D              NON-BOURGEOIS, "LOVABLE" 

 

"Animated" body                     Substantive body 

Organic unity, simulation of        Sensuous abstraction/educ- 

   "life"                                  tion from parts 

Physiological essence               Plastic functions  

Body governs single actor,          Body is governed by various  

   the artist serves                       sovereign craftsmen 

Unity of individuals on the         Unity of performance in the  

   stage (character and actor)             spectator  

         Performance media and sign-systems are:  

    -- continuous, fusing              -- discrete, adding up 

Horizon: Idea, Truth                Horizon: sense/s, caress 



 

But the implications of this opposition are huge. It entails, as I have argued further, two opposed epistemic 
models of understanding and values. For complex reasons of subject-formation in post-Christian Europe and 
North America, the key term of this lay monotheism is a unitary Truth, situated inside the  individualist Self, 
in his deep center (it was of course a male enterprise), like the nucleus of the indivisible atom. The Self is 
initially semanticised only in relation to God, as the soul; every individual has a divine right to be himself 
because she has a divine spark in herself. This is then fully developed in the richness of thisworldly 
relationships as  the interiord character seen simultaneously from inside and outside, as public and private, 
therefore stereometrically or "in the round." "I am a thinking thing," proclaimed Descartes, whereas "I 
possess a body with which I am very intimately conjoined" (1: 190). This fixation on interiority is 
accompanied by schizophrenic ambiguities toward the body. The fetishised body in bourgeois culture has a 
number of variants. In the Christian tradition, culminating in the Puritans, it was often demonised as impure; 
on the opposite pole but still the same globe, bourgeois thisworldliness culminates in the semi-Fascist or 
fully Fascist populism of projected identification, where the body is reified into the stars of mass empathy: 
starting (as Brecht taught us) precisely in theatre and other spectacles, and continuing in the mass media, 
spectator sports, and politics. Various ways of expressing this truth, from its outer objectifications in 
possessions so brilliantly dealt with in Balzacian Realism, to an Expressionism that has lost faith in reified 
externalities, comprise the mainstream of our formal as well as everyday culture.  

 The obverse model is entailed in the substantive and lovable body, whose horizon is sense (in all its 
meanings). The body is the cognitive site of labour as well as perception, but for the present purposes I shall 
confine myself to the caress. It is a  relationship between two foci  -- be that people or semiotic aspects, so 
that the problem of lifelikeness or "living truth" does not obtain -- , like the bonds of a bipolar molecule 
(Barthes bases much of this on the early Sartre). Taking some hints from both Japan and Hellas, we can see 
personal and bodily experience as differently organised here:  the Subject is "an open field of multiple 
forces" (Vernant, "L'individu" 32), which seeks and finds itself in collectivities: either getting submerged in 
one, often through a blind subordination to authority, or  -- in what is today the only acceptable case  -- 
making choices at their intersections (individualism as an ideology was a "Western" export into all other, 
pre-bourgeois societies, and it still develops primarily as (gang) predation East of Berlin and South of Milano 
or Austin). The Subject's value, his "face," is inscribed onto her body. Just as in Hellas, to that body belong 
"his name, his lineage, his origins, his status within the group along with the honours connected to it, the 
privileges and respect that he may rightfully expect, as well as his personal excellence, all of his qualities and 
merits -- beauty, strength, courage, nobility of behaviour, self-mastery . . ., demeanour, bearing . . ." 
(Vernant, "Introduction" 18). In this optic all classical Hellenic and Asian literature, from the tragedy to the 
Tale of Genji, seems to be fully or predominantly featuring Subjects as types rather than a "character" Self  
defined by ineluctable interiority (cf. Benedict 195-97 and passim). By the way, this is not at all a judgment 
of quality: The Oresteia is to my mind on the whole more significant than A Doll's House, and The Story of 
the Stone (Hung-lou meng) than Madame Bovary.  

 Furthermore, the incarnation of truth, signalised and symbolised by the breath of the Holy Ghost 
"in-spiring" such inner truth for every individual, means in the logocratic tradition of Christianity, mediated 
by a Holy Scripture and its exclusive interpreters and enforcers, that Truth is the Word of Life as the direct 
offspring of monotheistic authority. In spite of Bacon's reply that Truth was the Daughter of Time (i.e. of 
understanding through experiment), the Romantic anthropology of the wounded lone Self held fast to this 
Central or Nuclear Truth of Man, a supreme value which has to be unveiled as the dazzling female beauties 



of Thas or Phryné before the (male) judges of Athens. Politically, this individualism is of a piece with a State 
apparatus comprizing "a [secularised] system of formal rights, a rationally organised bureaucracy, and a 
unified monetary system" (Maruyama 56). In other words, "'interiority' is itself politics and . . . a 
manifestation of absolute authority" (Karatani 95). In theatre, there is a clear  continuity between the autocrat 
director à la Stanislavsky, sheller of nutritious peas and beauteous pearls from modest textual oysters or 
pods, and the responsible absolute monarch (or indeed, as Brecht rightly objected, the theocrat) as 
incarnation of such a State.  

 And so we begin to glimpse a startling correlation: only monotheist cultures seem to have invented 
the interiorised or billiard-ball Self and its whole host of attendant ways of understanding and organizing the 
world (cf. Meyerson 476 and Vernant "L'individu" 36 and passim). Of course, the Subject in the sense of an 
identifiable person or group has existed for millennia before and without the nuclear Self, and it implies, 
neutrally, other Subjects. But the monolithic, and by definition true and good (or in art, beautiful), Self 
implies a monolithic Another: Platonically  -- The Other, transcendentally  -- God. And in a conflictual 
situation, the fallen god is diabolic. It would follow, to begin with, that all talk about The Other is still 
essentially an individualistic allegory; it looks laudably bipolar but it tends to be composed of two monoliths 
(cf. e.g. Appiah 251 and Chow 13).  

 

2.2. But perhaps, after all the horrendous experiences of the last 10 years, it is not too risky to go further, 
namely into the clear political correlative of this metaphysical ethics. For whether the search for the 
monolithic and asymptotically absolute Truth is called theology, or -- from Bacon and Descartes on -- 
Science, it is in all cases proceeding upon the One True Way of Manifest Destiny. And the deviants must be 
cleared out of the way. The Nazi slogan "ein Fuehrer ein Volk" is a logical culmination of monotheist  
monolithism, and its extirpation of degenerate art and people (Slavs, Jews, Communists, Gypsies, 
homosexuals...) follows consistently from the centuries of European Church and Empire rule. The "One 
Inner Truth" model politically means institutionalised mass mangling of bodies: overt or covert, ethnic or 
civil warfare. Pluralism is a welcome corrective here but it cannot work well in the context of constant 
planned immiseration. Economics and ideology inextricably intertwine in this fundament of our present 
world setup, the warfare-without-welfare global system of which Orientalism is a pars pro toto. 

 What has all this to do with our theme? Everything, I believe. For in a devaluation of Self  the body, 
pinpointing and validating the connexion of a person's here, now, and name with the central collective 
categories of space, time, and agency, grows not less but much more important. How does it relate to other 
bodies, how does it perceive the natural and social universe? We can call the perception question (even 
etymologically) esthetics. On the other hand stand collective bodies and their shaping of individual bodies 
(cf. Suvin, "Polity" and "Subject"), and in any sense that overcomes today's monstrous banalities  this 
interplay of collective and singular bodies must be called politics. From this glance at the body that ostends 
itself (Eco, "Semiotics") as the theatre's central tool, I would conclude the following: True, politics sundered 
from aisthesis (our senses) results in tyrannical violence. But both the privatised and the "globalised" refusals 
to acknowledge the historical dynamics traversing our bodies are the occulted twin obverse of such violence 
and despotism, and it is these which we have today to face. For Barthes writing about Japan, situated as he 
was between the equally contemptible Gaullists and Stalinists, esthetics sundered from the affairs of the 
polity may have been an understandable refuge (he would later lucidly acknowledge his quandary in an 
imaginary conversation with Brecht, see Barthes, Roland 57, also 172). But without the excuse he may have 



had, this became a basic and weighty orientation of most shell-shocked "Western" intellectuals; and this was 
replicated in performances à la Brook and the later Suzuki that "[move] from historiography to esthetics" and 
"[discard] politically charged images and rhetoric in favor of a postmodern shrug of the shoulders" (Savran 
53 and 52). Whence I get into a discussion of the Mahabharata performance.  

 

 

3. Interculturalism I: The Mythical Estrangement of Brook's "Mahabharata" exemplum 

 

3.1. Peter Brook's Mahabharata performance has been discussed almost to death since its 1985 Avignon first 
night. Nonetheless, it is arguably not only the most widely seen "intercultural" unit, finally available also as a 
movie, but also the one about which critics split most violently. I do not see how one could avoid 
prominently using this  exemplum in a theoretical discussion that wishes to proceed by testing its positions 
through historical induction.  

 We have many testimonies by critics as well as by the much-interviewed Brook himself of how the 
performance proceeded (cf. e.g.  Bharucha Theatre, Kustow, "Reports,"  Schechner et al., Shevtsova, 
Williams ed. 353-89, "World," and the indications in Birringer 167, Carlson 91-92, Pavis 215-16). On the 
basis of my memories of the Tokyo version and of the movie, as well as of the Carrière text and critical 
materials, I shall focus here only on matters relevant for my theoretical interests. First, my strong doubts do 
not (is it necessary to say this?) preclude an appreciation of Brook's virtuosity, especially in his forte, the 
pictorial arrangement of scenes, the clarity of actors' movement --  with hints from Kathakali --  that 
somewhat compensates for the Tower of Babel pronunciations, and the spare but suggestive narrative sweep 
for maximum audience effect. However, the better the worse: my overriding feeling is that all those 
evocations of quasi-Indian early royal interiors and artisanal products (screens, mats, braziers and candles, 
low wooden tables, hanging chandeliers, pottery, Indian-style dresses from restrained whites to rich scarlets 
and yellows) or geology and vegetation (pool and river banks, flower garlands, bamboo, sand and rock) 
amounted to a pseudo-epic of warrior immediacy around the small camp-fires, an evocation of a blood-and-
soil male bonding or comitatus that explained  -- and explained away -- the central gestus of necessary and 
even sanctified violence towards entire clans or ethnic groups. True, the Pandava protagonists attempt to get 
their rights without war, but this "Poetical History of Mankind" (as it is defined by the narrator Vyasa right at 
the outset, cf. Shevtsova 210-11) shows that "pitiless and uncontrollable" warfare, horribly dangerous as its 
"sacred weapons" might be,  is inevitable. This holds, as the sage king Yudishthira says, equally for the 
battlefield and the human heart: war is inevitable in view of both human pride and thirst for justice.   

 

Everything, as [Brook's] story makes plain, leads to the war. The enactment of the war releases a 
phenomenal array of impressions, sensations and images that appeal to all the senses at once. They 
are brutal, subtle, gentle, horrifying, some sharp and succinct as only poetry can be, while others flow 
on, extending their reach and gaining momentum as they go. (Shevtsova 212) 



To the contrary, the equally great or divine force of sexual love leads to discord, strife, and death, as 
emblematised right at the outset in the death threat for love to Pandu, continued in Arjuna's loss of maleness 
after refusing the apsara woman, and functioning as a ground-bass in most fights about the allegiance or 
outright possession of the women.  And finally, the central philosophical or cosmological dialog between 
Arjuna and Krishna culminates for Brook in the illumination how to act well in the war slaughters that 
immediately follows.  

 

3.2. What consequences follow if this reading is accepted? Many critics, especially in New York, objected to 
Brook's "appropriation" of the Indian voice. I wish to deal briefly with this general "postcolonial" or 
micropolitical fetish, for I see it as a red herring and deny it as a useful term. All life is continual 
appropriation and evacuation, grasping and letting go, not only of food and oxygen but also of images, 
metaphors, terms, concepts, narrative genres and plots  -- Dawkins's memes. Much before T.S. Eliot and Bert 
Brecht, there was no culture without creative stealing: indeed the more one imitated the illustrious ancestors 
the better, before the newfangled Renaissance concept of originality to denote being without rather than with 
a diachronic origin (see Suvin, Lessons 114-15). To erect appropriation as such into a problem, to wave it as 
an indiscriminate shibboleth or bugaboo, seems to me cant based on bourgeois anal retentiveness and/or 
sectarian resentment.  

 Yet! This unfortunate term signals a real neuralgic area: what is proper appropriation outside of the 
alienating codes of private property and copyright? If every appropriation also changes both the appropriator 
and the "appropriated from," just how or into what is either changed? Can we dimly adumbrate some 
procedural rules in culture that would block expropriation in favour of two-way traffic by analogy to multiple 
and complex precapitalist mutual donation of material and moral use-values (where, as glimpsed by Mauss, 
the gift vehiculates concerns of both sides as they impinge on its own mana)? Or by a refunctioning of the 
Golden Rule, Categorical Imperative,  and indeed  the Aesculapian Oath primum non nocere (above all, do 
not harm)? Is, say, a Dogon statue or the Quran or the Christian Bible or the Mahabharata if not a private 
then a collective property of the belief-group that sees it as divine revelation, so that unlicensed appropriators 
can legitimately be chastised in proportion to that grave offence? Should we deliver Rushdie to the 
bloodthirsty clerics, Joyce to the scandalised clergy or Baudelaire to the public prosecutor (as Mussolini said 
of Gramsci, this brain must be prevented from thinking)? The answer is: no we should not. But why not? 
Surely not because hurting people does not matter, and if god and socialism are dead everything is permitted  
-- so long as the market circulates? Socrates thought the polity had a right to judge him. Are there no 
offences of grave misappropriation (however we then might secondarily debate the proper way of stopping 
them)?  

 In other words: What hurt may any of us be expected to bear, even if not grin at? A baby's birth  
hurts, and so does a senior battered in a city park and a population poisoned by chemical fumes or smog. The 
position I propose to you, as my second  thesis,  is that what furthers human creativity or productivity should 
be borne, however painful for anybody. "Creativity" is too monotheist a term, and "productivity" too 
capitalist, but by this use I am trying to suggest a collective framework for my caress model. Such 
productivity includes the writings of Joyce and Rushdie, the reuse of African or Polynesian masks in Les 
Demoiselles d'Avignon, and the semiotic texts of any theatre worker who offends even consecrated 
certainties of some people or groups IF (and only if) s/he does so with a view  to better cognitive 
understanding of the position of some group or person under the stars (and in my book cognition may flow 



from both what is usually called reason and emotion). Opinions may legitimately differ as to when this is the 
case. However, we should, in the domain of signification and for cognitive reasons appropriate to that 
domain, in case of doubt err on the side of tolerance (see Milton in the Areopagitica). But obversely, 
offending for purposes of profitable exploitation (e.g. extortion of "art" objects for Northern museums 
without consent and adequate compensation, cf. Hountondji), of vanity, or of class, gender, ethnic, and other 
supposed superiority is beyond the pale.  

 Thus, a cat may look at a king: I am not bothered that Brook's actors come (he says) from 19 
nations, that a Babel of accents sometimes obtains on the stage, or that the performances were played in 
French for France and English for the USA. In principle, this type of proceeding is for me to be judged by its 
fruits, tasty or rotten: nostalgia for protected national markets of culture will get us nowhere today. There is 
no stringent reason for Brook's performance to deal specifically with India, present or past, though it would 
be false advertising if he had pretended to do so (which  he did not quite do). Obversely, I am very little 
impressed by ploys like serving "authentic Indian food" in the intermissions of Mnouchkine's L'Indiade 
(Carlson 86): would serving Wiener Schnitzel before a performance of Schnitzler really help in 
understanding this critic of fake Austrian K.u.K. morality?1/ For, to begin with, I think it is pernicious to 
construct false categories such as a monolithic  -- say, Indian or even Rajasthani, Yugoslav or even Serbian  -
- nation or State (but equally, to construct a common "pre-expressive" global human nature). Even the 
generous opposition coloniser/ colonised soon reaches the limits of its yield. Epistemologically, as Anuradha 
Kapur has cogently remarked writing about the Ramlila and cultural tradition in general, "several possible 
voices," including to my mind prominently those of doubt and desecration as well as of certainty and 
consecration, are to be opposed to "a single essentially authentic voice" (6) -- that mystification of 
conservatives and temptation of fascinated foreign visitors. And pragmatically, power in both the world-
system's centre and in the periphery states is internally contradictory, and it will not do to ignore the class, 
gender, race, and other hierarchies within each (cf. Chow 13). As to the imperial countries of the North-
West, do not most of us come from them and yet attempt to be critical of that hegemony? As to the countries 
of the South or East, there is no "pure indigenous model" (cf. Case 124 discussing G. Spivak): did not the 
Rightwing Indian government  endorse, propagandise, and bounteously finance Brook's production though it 
spent years touring the world without coming to India?  "'The Orient' [can] be manufactured in India itself," 
says cogently Bharucha (see "Somebody's"  198-99 and passim). If Brook were "to utilise images drawn from 
the Indian experience to construct a theatrical celebration of human brotherhood," as Marvin Carlson puts it, 
I would look at this with sympathy. But then Carlson qualifies brotherhood as "either metaphysical or 
political" (90), and this is where my critique would set in.  

 It follows that, in our theoretical appropriation, the proper terminological horizon is, I submit, not 
that of possessions taken from an allegorical monad, a private Self or Other: "argument in terms of cultural 
'property' is simply inadequate" (Shevtsova 209). The useful horizon is one of bodily pragmatics, a relational 
dyad. Adorno once darkly defined "the socially critical zones of artworks" as "wo es weh tut," where it hurts 
(353) -- and I would include as a prominent test the role of actual killing or mangling of bodies, the reified 
Death drive. 

 

3.3. Brook's performance is to my mind both overtly metaphysical and covertly political, and in both cases 
unacceptably such. It is not necessarily metaphysical (in the sense explained at 1.1 above) because it does not 
investigate the human relationships in India. But it is metaphysical in presenting the French, US or Japanese 



audience with a picture of human relationships that Patrice Pavis, no doubt echoing Brook's oft stated 
intention,  calls "a vision of rural India, at once eternal and contemporary" (187; see also Bharucha on the 
expunging of caste, Theatre 100-02).  I would then stress with Pavis that the "mythical and 'atmospheric' 
readability" of the reworked source epic is straitjacketed into a "narrow register [that] too much resembled 
High Mass" (205 and 206). What does that metaphysical atmosphere then politically (and if you wish 
ethically) amount to?  

 Brook's "international theatre" always wished "to articulate a universal art, that transcends narrow 
nationalism in its attempt to achieve human essence" (Brook "Complete"). This has led to memorable 
performances as well as to ghastly errors such as the Orghast kowtowing to the murderous regime of the 
Iranian Shah; coming from research in Germany where many GDR intellectuals' collaboration with a milder 
though still contemptible regime is constantly raked over the coals, I think it might be appropriate to raise 
this point, much graver for an existentially non-constrained situation such as Brook's. So when he formulates 
in 1987 to Schechner his scenic ideal, it is: "At that absolute and pregnant moment, geography and history 
cease to exist" (Schechner et al. 55). In Carlson's pithy summary, "All cultural differences are thus to be 
subsumed in . . . the direct, culturally unmediated experience Brook posits for the Mahabharata, and whose 
illusory nature has been so scathingly revealed by theorists like Derrida and Blau" (88)   -- and let me add, 
most early but unsurpassedly by the Barthes of Mythologies.  The claim to "esthetic universalizing" (Case 
122), which pretends to undercut all historical shaping of people's living together, reduces it to the lowest 
common denominator of high bourgeois "eternally human" post-Freudian drives of Eros and Thanatos, with 
Death clearly winning over everything except the esthetic absolute moment.  

 Brook enlists the prestige of an if not religiously then esthetically near-sacred or sublime artefact, 
the great Mahabharata poem, for subtle and pleasurable inculcation of the mythically unchanging human 
essence. All the epical agitations of the plot are constructed, in direct opposition to the Brechtian narration 
employed, to oscillate between two static poles. On the one hand, there is the monumental grandeur of non-
reified, face-to-face human relationships, characteristic of European pictures of "hard primitivism" from the 
Renaissance pastoral to precisely Orientalism. On the other hand, there is the awful but somehow tragically 
comforting sublimity of equally non-reified mass combat, tamed by a mishmash of Asian and European 
theatre conventions of abstraction. These two poles are thus special cases of what Pavis has well identified as 
the Euro-American theatre's search for rejuvenation through both "foreign sensuality [and] coded 
abstraction" (211). My third thesis is that  these two poles embrace an illusory plenitude of being, well-
known from Orientalist approaches to, say, Japanese semiotics (see Suvin, Lessons ch. 1), or precisely to  
Sanskrit, which was from the outset claimed for the particularly pernicious construction of Aryan linguistics 
as a religious value (by F. Schlegel, see Case 113ff.). I would call this approach mythical estrangement. It 
may be emblematised by the cosmic light and flame effects strewn through Brook's performance.  

 

4. Interculturalism II: Critical Estrangement, the Body  

 

4.0. The Mahabharata example is particularly apposite as it presents to my knowledge the clearest case of 
what the theologians so well call “the corruption of the best is the worst.” Namely, Brook most slyly enlists 
for his purpose the quite proper revulsion from both the solipsistic Self and the disenchanted world. On this 



devastated planet and with our devastated subjects we rightly have a nostalgia for a non-capitalist mode of 
human relationships (cf. Suvin, Lessons 27ff.; in the USA this has traditionally been translated into the 
master discourse of religion, e.g. as a quest for Nirvana, cf. Christy ed. 43 and passim). Our best traditions, 
from the Athenian polity, the Hebrew prophets, and Jesus of Nazareth to the Renaissance, Enlightenment, 
and "really existing" socialism, may have contributed to, and certainly seem to have led straight into, the 
present intolerable dead-end.  

 

4.1. This condition has resulted in a true return of the repressed. Let me say it with Sloterdijk: "It is an open 
secret among the experts that for more than a century a great part of Western intelligentsia, as the saying 
goes, 'asianises.' . . . [The] discoverer exposes himself to a counter-discovery by the discovered." The "world 
talk about world literature" (82-83), started by translators from Persian, Sanskrit or Chinese and codified by 
Goethe, was an ecumenical consequence of the colonializing inclusion of the mysterious East into the very 
unmysterious world division of labour. But while this led to its desperate endeavours, from Russia to Japan, 
to catch up with the West's heavy artillery of naval guns and cheap consumer goods (Marx-Engels), we 
uneasy intellectuals of the West discovered the Wisdom of the East, just being pounded into the dust by 
those guns. Primarily, what we bourgeois or anti-bourgeois Euro-Americans thought we were finding in the 
Soul's far-off passages can tell us what we needed to find; and why: "Dreamily entering upon a sunken East 
and conjuring up an Asian Antiquity as normative cultural model for present-day life, the West searches in 
an alien past for the possibilities of its own future" (Sloterdijk 86). The utopian countries or spacetimes are 
estranging mirrors for us (Bloch). This implies, as Sloterdijk further argues, that the West is by now in a 
post-monotheistic age "which cannot find in the holy writings of the Judeo-Christian tradition the concepts 
that our times need for a competent self-understanding," that the "double commitment to self-determination 
and high technology seems to have left us with a global mess," and that therefore the "Eastern turn . . . puts 
into play no less than a world-cultural alternative, which remains such even when the real contemporary East 
has been modernised to non-recognizability by its adoption of Western techniques of mobility 
(Mobilisierung)" (87-89).  

 True, mythologists of the "Eastern turn" à la Brook wilfully forget  -- and buy into --  that most pre-
capitalist modes of production entailed total murderous despotism over the great majority of "lower" classes, 
genders, castes, and so forth, while all the modes, including tribal societies, entailed grave physical 
disadvantages (toil, short life-span, etc.): I should not like to have lived before the Enlightenment. 
Nonetheless, today we may well focus on the crucial plenitude of being we lack, what Schechner in 1970 
articulated as the yearnings for wholeness, process, concreteness, and "truth through participation" (39-40). 
For, in those societies the labour of the individual was not abstracted into a capitalised "universal 
equivalent,"  so that in Marx's famous "Asiatic mode":  

[t]he communal system on which this mode of production is based prevents the labour of the 
individual from becoming private labour and his product the private product of a separated 
individual; it causes individual labour to appear rather as a direct function of a member of the social 
organization (33-34).  

 I think it is from traces and exfoliations of this  "direct functioning" within a transparent  -- if 
unacceptably hierarchical  -- society that there springs forth the sensual and epistemic fascination registered 
by Sloterdijk and also Brook. E.g. the pragmatic phenomenalism of East Asian cosmology and politics is a 



stance which can in the West only be found within art (and Brook significantly shunned it in favour of Indian 
or better Orientalist transcendentality). Alas, in individualist fiction, from the mendacious Loti and his 
Madame Butterfly on, the sensuality and fascination is usually translated into the sentimental code, the only 
bourgeois discourse available for it. But Modernist painters seem to have had more success with cognitive 
appropriations, where the strange redefined our European eyes, and so have some theatre people from 
Meyerhold through Yeats and Brecht to the present.  

 

4.2. My fourth (and final) thesis here is that the alternative, to my mind the fertile, way to practice 
interculturalism is to doubt a presumed "Western" universal -- but in fact artefact of bourgeois or capitalist 
hegemony (therefore often eagerly imitated by subservient or go-getting Easterners)  -- with help of a non-
NATO instance that puts it into crisis or falsifies it. This difficult narrow path to understanding was blazed in 
Europe by Montaigne's splendid essay "On the Cannibals." The reason for deepening and broadening it is to 
my mind not (technocratically) better communication or (pedagogically) illuminating other culture's trees by 
means of an outside, forest-beholding glance  -- though all of us intercultural travellers hope some of this 
might be a side-product of ours. The reason is primarily to understand, through the estranging (verfremdend) 
dream and carny mirror of strangers, how we might and should better live. We could also call it cross-
pollination or grafting, which produces something that differs from both sources, a new ethnically impure  
bastard. Can palatable fruit be perhaps obtained in this way? The great pioneers of this bearing are 
Meyerhold and Brecht, "[who] did  not aim, in [their] own stylised work . . . to create 'Orientalness'" 
(Marranca 14), and many other approaches through Barba and Mnouchkine might provide further good 
examples; I shall use my particular interest in mugen nô for falsifying the theory of ubiquitous dramatic 
conflict. I wanted also to discuss John Arden's and Margaretta D'Arcy's to my mind classic refunctioning of 
the Chhau masked dance-theater in The Island of the Mighty for a new look at our rationalism and 
patriarchy-matriarchy opposition (cf. Malick 131-32, 139-83, and 194-95), but spacetime caught up with me 
so that I can only say that in my hypothesis theirs is an exemplary non-exploitative and cognitive use of the 
same source abused by Brook (cf. the report in Zarilli and Schechner's comment in Performance 134-36).  

 About the so-called "Phantasmal Noh" by Zeami (and some other continuators):  I have argued at 
some length, in Theatre Journal three years ago and more fully in my book Lessons, that besides the 
ubiquitous model of conflict, this splendid and incontrovertible example of can reveal to us the equally valid 
model of revelation. Plays are in it organised around the "effect of initiation into a true awareness of 
something," which is for our civilization usually confined to lyrical poems (Goodman 3-4). No doubt, 
contrast, i.e. non-antagonistic opposition,  remains inevitable for any imaginable stage narration. But it does 
not always have to be reduced to the monotheist fixation on adversariness, conflict defined as "the endeavour 
to carry out one's will against an opposing other will"  (Weber 138, on the tracks of Nietzsche). The model 
here is one of formal battles between armies, whose horizon is victory or defeat; while in revelation the 
contrasts are solved by metonymic supersession, and personal will is usually not solution but problem. I 
concluded that any stage story must have one or more agents confronted with social and cosmic time and 
value-horizons; it then may, but does not necessarily have to, have a collision with other personalised 
agencies: contrasts within and with the world will suffice. For audiences with non-competitive 
presuppositions this might well be, e.g., progression from the dwindling of life's passions to the desolation of 
ataraxic enlightenment  -- as in Beckett; or an unfolding of the destined succession of historical eons as well 
as its price in suffering  -- as in Prometheus Bound; or Zeami's mugen nô where the audience is led to 
passionately understand both the bright and the dark revelation  -- the desolation of life's dark clinging 



passions in most Warrior and Women's Noh, or the celebration of the community's evergreen renewal in 
Deity Noh. As all three examples might convincingly argue, this is no goody-goody accommodation to the 
status quo, but in the best cases a semiotic articulation of the intertwining of celebration and desolation, a 
passionate meditation where our distinctions of religion, politics, and ethics do not quite apply. Though 
functionally "nested" within claims to significance  -- often sacredness  -- permitting access to very 
conflictual positions of brute power,  it is often radically dubious of ruling pieties: I read Zeami as the bad 
conscience of the shogunal warrior class in his time.  

 Usually, such art springs up at the crossroads of Raymond Williams's nostalgic and oppositional 
structures of feeling as different from the hegemonic one. Finally, and crucially for my argument, the 
revelation model recognises the existence of strife (polemos) but deals with it by what I believe is not at all 
catharsis but understanding sympathy. Let me mention here only the difference between the Noh's much 
more palpable "ghost" warriors reactualizing the battles of their past existence in order to reveal their 
suffering, and the Senecan vengeful ghost tradition of, say, the final carnage in Hamlet.  

 I have always doubted the humanist and individualist reduction of Hellas, say Athenian tragedy, to 
the great ancestor of modern European (German, English, French, even modern Greek) national cultures, for 
it seems to me nearer to what we can reconstruct of Asian theatre before the European gunships than to 
Goethe or Wagner; and Schechner's physical "nesting" of it into concentric circles where "the agon of contest 
among poets and actors" was finally surrounded by the solidarity of the polis of Athens (160) provides a 
topology that also applies to the values and poetics of that theatre  -- and of my previous examples. Beckett 
can then be read as an atheist Mystery-play, the painfully total absence of community, the revelation that 
there is only zero to reveal; while all socialist and anarchist theatre is either embattled, political 
deconstruction (Dada, Piscator) or an attempt to articulate a new communal solidarity ("Socialist Realism"), 
with the best people ambiguously stretched between these poles (Meyerhold, Brecht).  

 As you see, meditating on the lessons of e.g. Zeami might be of crucial help to understand our own 
civilization's supposed aberrancies, i.e. the limits of the conflict paradigm, unable to encompass fully 
Aeschylus or Brecht or Beckett or (once we are alerted to this alternative, to what Barthes and Jameson call 
the hermeneutic mystery) so many other performance examples. Conflict is then itself revealed as a 
historically extremely important civilizational choice rather than inevitability, fit for a society which is "the 
battleground of the individual interests of each against all" (Hegel 146; this is then where Marx's critique 
starts), and whose characteristic games are zero-sum ones, e.g. football or poker. Conflict flows out of the 
deep structure of monotheistic (God vs. Devil, scapegoating) Euro-American social practices, including our 
cultural apparati and speech genres, and a Batesonian has to my mind rightly concluded that it has "trapped 
[us in the West] in the notion that schismogenic situations, which are in fact profoundly neurotic, are 
exciting, and that anything else must be dull. . . . Schismogenesis . . . is as much an acquired habit as is the 
nonschismogenic behavior characteristic of Bali." (Berman 214) In all our handbooks and theories of drama 
and of theatre performance (at least up to the mid-1980s), conflict is an undisputed and critically unexamined 
founding presupposition. As the great historian Braudel has noted, "surprise and distance -- those important 
aids to comprehension -- are both equally necessary for an understanding of that which surrounds you -- 
surrounds you so evidently that you can no longer see it clearly" (737). I would trust, then, that the strange 
and different relationships to be found in the "Orient" can have exactly the opposite effect from that 
described by Said: not the reaffirmation but the defamiliarization, a Brechtian decentering (Althusser) of our 
familiar norms and mythical identities: as a hypothesis, a proposal for dialogue   -- and perhaps even caress.  



 

4.3. What is the difference between this and Brook? Am I not scandalously contradicting myself? I hope not: 
to my mind Brook is so important because he co-opts many crucial non-individualist lessons of body syntax 
from the periphery of the world-system (Africa and Asia) for an updating of Liberalism to fit the passage 
from individualism to corporativism. He definitely does not put into radical doubt the new ruling pieties, but 
only (as most Artaudians) free-market humanism. Indeed I read his perennial "moral neutrality" (Tynan) as 
enabling him for a master of ceremonies to the new despotic hegemony slouching toward the World Bank, as 
rehearsed in Persepolis. The Mahabharata model might seem to be, metaphysically speaking, a recognition of 
exasperated strife contained by the audience's "reconcil[iation] with themselves" (Brook, Vogue  interview of 
Feb. 1986, cited in Pavis 208). But pragmatically, I submit, its upshot is not understanding, whether 
deconstructive or sympathetic, for audiences West or East; its culmination in mass carnage leads to no 
cognitive applicability but to a beauteous shrug of the shoulders: c'est la vie. I shall test this, in a provisional 
conclusion, by focussing on the body in Brook's performance system.  

 This seems to me very fair since it deals with one of the most important foci of his energies and 
interests, from the far-off days of the Artaudian Marat/Sade and US on. "Artaud is a presiding deity (or 
demon) of The Mahabharata," argues Kustow, because Brook has tellingly applied the theatrical metaphysics 
Artaud derived from his (I believe mistaken) 1933 deciphering of a Balinese dance performance (257). I have 
counted Brook's control of the actors' bodies among his major achievements here. But these bodies are 
presented either in ceremony or in war: not in labour and not, I would maintain, in loving caress  -- erotics 
are either a ritual or a fight on this stage. The overwhelming upshot is a mass mangling of bodies accepted as 
fated. The cost of all of this is only vaguely adumbrated, best in relation to the female roles who are 
unavoidable, key catalyzers. Furthermore, it is neutralised by esthetic perfection: if only we could, the 
audience is supposed to feel, live in such clearcut ways, with manly handclasps and womanly loyalty, 
without traffic jams and job worries, asphalt cities and political economy! Maybe even a world holocaust 
would not be too high a price to pay... I am sorry to say this, but to the extent this analysis is correct, we are 
dealing with a pernicious case where esthetics pretends to substitute for politics while insinuating a Right-
wing mythology, so that the 1930s' analyses of Nazism in Brecht and Benjamin, updating the seminal 
discussion of politics as farcical masquerade in Marx's 18th Brumaire,  should be further updated with 
insights from the coeval Stalinism and the admass diagnosed by the Frankfurt School to meet this 
dangerously kindred variant. This Artaudian interculturalism "thus is a manifestation of fin de siècle neo-
conservatism" (Singleton 95).  

 In the terms of my first thesis (section 2), Brook is faking a presence of non-reified lovable bodies 
for the purposes of another absolute truth, only this time a mythically transcultural, atemporal, and non-
spatial Truth. But the symmetry between this approach and the multinational corporations shifting US 
managers in spacetime to Bhopal or Japanese ones to Kentucky in pursuit of the absolute truth of profit  may 
make us pause: global truth without possibilities of historical opposition and radical change means deformed 
bodies masked by estheticised  celebration of the status quo. This transcends the corrupted nationalism of 
closed markets, but only in favour of a global, jet-set market. Yet it simultaneously recirculates the worst 
chauvinist, extreme Rightwing "Hindutva" constructions of a past racial grandeur for which mass liquidation 
(e.g. applied to Moslems, as Bharucha suggests  -- "Somebody's" 211) is inevitable if philosophically 
saddening: global Liberalism is imbricated with and co-responsible for such reconstructed ethnicities and 
their resentments (cf. Bharucha, "Somebody's" 206). Brook's rurally philosophical samurai or Conans, those 
Asianised pseudo-Shakespearean outlines (cf. Bharucha, Theatre 108, and Shevtsova 217-18), fit well with 



fantasies of Heideggerian blood and soil again fashionable in Europe after the 1970s, whose logical end-
horizon is the siege of Sarajevo: it might even be said they provide the new global hegemony with materials 
for a good conscience. If this were all there is to intercultural theatre, then I hold it would be  unacceptable. 
But this is also dubiously intercultural, perhaps merely -- as Roger Long phrased it -- "a curried version of 
Western theatre" ("Reports").  

 

 5. Concluding: A Bipolar Model, In Whose Interest? 

What, then, are the cognitive as well as political yields and dangers of intercultural "Asianizing" by Euro-
American intellectuals in the exemplum of theatre? I have two parting considerations, faces of the same 
coin: an epistemological and a pragmatic one. 

 Epistemologically, I propose to you a spread between two poles. In Nietzsche's terms, they are 
interpretation as "a means . . . for becoming master over something" vs. interpretation as a means for "the 
'estranging' of what is one's own by questioning it from behind (hinterfragen), from the perspective of the 
foreign."2 The latter is compared to courageously embarking upon the ocean and from that vantage point 
commanding a new view of the "total configuration" of the coast; so that, "when we approach it again, we 
have the advantage of understanding it better as a whole than those who have never left it" (Human, All 
Too Human  I,616). It is a "revaluation of values" (Ecce Homo  I,1) that can enable us to make what is "old, 
familiar, seen but overlooked by everyone" (Human I/1, 200) into something questionable because it is now 
established as manmade in a given sociohistorical relationship of power, exploitation, and similar. Optical 
metaphors for new understanding, together with medical ones for its consequences, seem inescapable in 
any such attempt: Nietzsche himself employed the foreign "perspectives," e.g. his "trans-European eye" 
(cited from a letter of his in Sprung 76), to estrange his country, religion, and indeed the whole of European 
culture. Of a piece with this critical estrangement is that his major work and alter ego figure is the Persian 
Zarathustra, with his view from the mountain, and that Nietzsche enthusiastically praised Buddhism, the 
Moors, and the redefined Dionysian Hellenes, "Asia's best heirs and pupils" (Beyond Good and Evil 238), 
as against the ravages of Christian bad faith. Conversely, becoming master means here acquiring dominion 
without exposing one's values  -- the myth of the one and only Truth -- to an open dialog with radically 
different and strange values which demand to be made sense of.  

 In particular, as concerns intercultural theatre I would induce on one pole from Meyerhold, Brecht, 
and the possible use of Zeami that we  -- our ruling image and value-systems  -- can become strange to 
ourselves. This is a shift of Kuhnian paradigm, in my opinion today the beginning of wisdom. On the other 
pole, a performance like Brook's, whose abstraction is homologous to the nature of contemporary global 
capitalism, makes a Westernised Other confirm or indeed update the West's globalizing Self and value-
system. Blau was right to feel at Avignon that "there was something retrograde about [Brook's Mahabharata], 
romantic and apolitical for all its fire-running fantasy and enfabled violence" (32). So I concur with Pavis 
that "This is a phenomenon of normalization . . . (rather than interculturalism)" (211). My opposition is one 
between mythical and critical estrangement. While it contains simplifications inevitable in any heuristic 
model, I propose it for your testing.  

 For, the difference between the two modes of estrangement may be also formulated as the difference 
between telling a story critically and telling it as an apologist.  Pragmatically, the danger in Saidian 
Orientalism was to see an exotic, as a rule inferior, Other. However, as Brook's Mahabharata shows, the 



premise of its imperial twin, universalist Liberalism  -- and especially the mythic, anti-Enlightenment 
pseudo-Liberalism of the last, say, 20 years  -- that there is no true history and thus difference between 
cultures is as pernicious. This  devolution of Liberalism renders present and vindicates a heroically rural 
East as deliverance from history in a powerful Rightwing or Heideggerian nostalgia, and it is today a bigger 
problem. Both these variants arrogate to themselves "the universal point of reference in relation to which 
others recognise  themselves as particularities" (Sakai 477). A simple substitution of idols, falling into the 
trap of The Fascinating Other, is no solution. As Sakai concluded in relation to Japan, any useful critique of 
the West in relation to other cultures must necessarily be complemented with a critique of those cultures  -- 
which are by no means monolithic, and usually contain a good deal of "obscurantist indigenism" (Ahmad 
238, and see Cabral 51-52). But given that all societies are today converging in mega-corporate financial, 
industrial or agro-business correlative to some variant of triumphant capitalist class and steadily 
impoverished mass of population, with the somewhat independent middle classes being squeezed out of 
existence, we have to ask: cui bono?  In whose interest and with what effects are intercultural ventures done 
(cf. e.g. Hountondji)?  

 Rustom Bharucha has suggested that "megastructures of intercultural practice like the Mahabharata" 
are embedded in international politics," supported and rendered possible as they are by governmental (here 
French and Indian) and private mega-bodies (here Ford, Rockefeller, Philip Morris, AT&T, Saint-Laurent, 
Coca Cola, etc.  -- "Somebody's" 199 and Theatre 118). Their material and financial mega-organization is 
staggering. For Brook's three-month run at the BAM, New York City, a theater had to be remodelled at the 
cost of ca. $5 million and apartments rented for a group of 57 (including 11 children); for the performance 
in Perth, 3,000 articles were imported  -- of which about half was textile and leather costuming and pieces 
of fabrics  -- for an estimated value of ca. French Francs 490,000. The box-office receipts in New York 
were $1.5 million; air-flight pattern in Western Australia had to be changed during 12 days (all data from 
"World"). We should confront this with Carlson's most suggestive category of the "modern 'pilgrimage' 
theatre" with quasi-ritual overtones (85ff.), beginning with Wagner's Bayreuth that if not globalised then 
continentalised the splintered Central-European cultures into one Teutonic mega-myth, still ambiguously 
anti-capitalist. While I doubt the postwar leisure massification of theatre and other festivals  can be 
explained in any simple way (Vilar, for ex., was clearly to the Left), there is little doubt that their post-
1968, PoMo turn is to the Right, like Wagner after 1848. But Brook has gone the modern culture-vulture 
pilgrimage sites one better by personally (as an institutionalised person or personalised institution) 
becoming an ambulant site. In this respect too, Brook's institutional performance is exemplary (though a 
number of other names could be mentioned, e.g. Suzuki Tadashi).   

 A crucial matter I could not enter upon here would be just who is the audience for this 
intercontinental pilgrimage theatre, who is it for? Here too a latter-day Wagner, totalizing the heterogenous 
elements, Brook has always wished to meld his spectators into a unified whole (cf. Shevtsova 216), a 
symmetrical obverse of Piscator's splitting the audience along class-interest fault-lines. Is this whole 
Miyoshi's new "transnational class of professionals who can live and travel globally," accumulating 
material and symbolic capital "at the site where managers and technicians carry out research and 
development, not where the corporations or manufactured goods originate" (742 and 745)? Or 
Featherstone's "transnational intellectuals who . . . seek out and adopt a reflexive, metacultural or esthetic 
stance to divergent cultural experiences" (9)? Or from a musicological dissident's stance, "an international 
elite that finds itself in [the] overcoming of national cultural traditions, searching for an esperanto necessary 
to its simple functioning, to its effective communication. Dream of the global unity of great organizations 
through the language of music, a language . . .  imposed by technology" (Attali 231; cf. also Blau 32)? 



[B]rand names command recognition and attraction. . . . Cultural eccentricities are to be 
avoided, if not banned altogether. National history and culture are not to intrude or not to be 
asserted oppositionally or even dialectically. They are merely variants of one "universal"  -- as 
in a giant theme park or shopping mall. Culture will be kept to museums, and the museums, 
exhibitions, and theatrical performances will be swiftly appropriated by tourism and other 
forms of commercialism . . . [which] are huge transnational industries by themselves. (Miyoshi 
747)  

  

Might a new internationalism of the Right, what he calls "the global truth," perhaps be 
brilliantly adumbrated in Brook's brilliant performance?  

 And then, who are our classes and our writing finally for? 

 

Note 

 

1/ This particular usage seems to me, tentatively, an unfortunate transgression of Mnouchkine's more 
frequent attempt to learn from Asian theatre practices (kabuki, kathakali, topeng), so that I would trust her 
horizons in, say, Les Atrides could be decisively  disjoined from Brook's.  

 

2/ Scheiffele 32, underline his. Strangely, he specifies neither the English edition nor the German source,  so 
that I remain indebted to his article for much of the argument and for all the Nietzsche quotes in this 
paragraph, except the one from Sprung.  
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